MIAMI.EDU/UBIKE

WHAT: DERO FIXIT STAND
WHERE: MAHONEY-PEARSON
WHY: REPAIR YOUR BIKE

WHAT: AIR PUMP
WHERE: 1533 LEVANTE AVE
WHY: FILL YOUR TIRES

WHAT: AIR PUMP
WHERE: PONCE GARAGE
WHY: FILL YOUR TIRES

WHAT: FREE U-Lock
WHERE: UNDER THE METRO RAIL
WHY: SECURE YOUR BICYCLE

WHAT: AIR PUMP
WHERE: PAVIA GARAGE
WHY: FILL YOUR TIRES

WHAT: DERO FIXIT STAND
WHERE: LC PLAZA
WHY: REPAIR YOUR BIKE

WHAT: AIR PUMP
WHERE: FUSION GARAGE
WHY: FILL YOUR TIRES

WHAT: AIR PUMP
WHERE: PALM GARAGE
WHY: FILL YOUR TIRES